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Future Indefinite Tense 

1.What is Simple Future/Future Indefinite Tense ? 

   Ans – When the verb shows an action which will be done in future it is said 

   to be in Future   Indefinite Tense. 

Or, 

  Future tense (ভবিষ্যৎ কা)is used when the time of an action will  

 Be done in future./Future tense expresses an action in future. 

*In future tense generally we use ‘shall’ after 1st person, and will after 
2nd and 3rd person. But in case of promise,determination,order or 
direction we use ‘will’ after 1st person and ‘shall’ after 2nd and 3rd 
person. 

2.a.How to frame an Assertive(affirmative form) sentence in Future 
Indefinite Tense: 

Rule: 

Subject + Shall/Wil l+ Action verb(Present form)+ rest. 

a.We shall go to Kolkata tomorrow. 



 

 

 আমরা আগামীকা ককাকাতা যাি। 

b.They will play football. 

 তারা ফুটি কেবি। 

 To frame an Assertive sentence(in affirmative form)in future indefinite  
tense we put the subject first, then shall/will(according to the 
subject),then present form of action verb and then rest.Full stop is 
used at the end of the subject. 

b.How to frame an Assertive sentence(Negative form)in Future 
Indefinite Tense? 

Rule: 

Subject + shall/will + not + Action verb(Present form) + rest. 

He will not come to school today. 

কে আজ বিদ্যাবে আেবি না। 

To frame an Assertive sentence (in negative form)in future indefinite 
tense we have to put the subject first.Shall/will will be used after the 
subject and then not,action verb(in present form)and then rest.Full 
stop (.) will be put at the end of the sentence. 

c.How to frame an Interrogative sentence in Future Indefinite Tense. 

Rule: 

Shall/will + Subject + Action verb (Present form) +rest. 

Will you take coffee? 

তুবম বক কবফ োবি? 

So,to frame an Interrogative sentence in future indefinite tense.We put 
shall/will at the beginning of the sentence, then subject, present form 



 

 

of action verb, and rest part of the sentence.A note of interrogation 
(?)will be used at the end of the sentence. 

3.Frame sentences as directed: 

a.Subject + Shall + action verb + rest. 

b.Will/shall + They + action verb + rest? 

c.Subject + Shall/will + not + swim + rest. 

4.Translate into English: 

a.তুবম বক আমাবক িইটি কদ্বি? 

b.আবম এেন িনু্ধবদ্র োবে কো করবিা। 

c.তারা বিকাব এোবন আেবি না। 

d কতামার ভাই বক ছবিটি আঁকবি? 

Answer Part 

3.a.We shall read Geography. 

b.Will they take their lunch? 

c.Raju will not swim in the pond. 

4.a.Will you give me the book? 

b.I shall play with my friends now. 

c.They will not come here in the afternoon. 

d.Will your brother draw the picture? 

 

 

 



 

 

Note: 

*The above task hasbeen given as an example.Practise the same as  

 above at home. 

*Drop your queries regarding the chapter in comment box,if any 

*Mention your Name,Roll No,Contact No(We shall contact you 

 directly if needed). 

 

 


